MEMBERS OF THE INITIATOR RESEARCH GROUP

PETRA BÁRD (LEADER OF THE RESEARCH GROUP) LL.M, PhD is Associate Professor at ELTE University and teaches criminal policy, criminology, EU human rights and criminal justice. She is Visiting Professor at the CEU’s Legal Studies Department and lectures at other universities across Europe. In her research and her more than 150 pieces of publications she targets issues at the intersection of EU criminal cooperation, mutual recognition, mutual trust, rule of law and human rights issues. She works in close cooperation with academics and NGOs fighting Anti-Semitism, Antigypsyism, racism, homophobia and other exclusionary belief systems.

ILDIKÓ BARNÁ is Associate Professor of sociology at ELTE Faculty of Social Sciences where she also serves as a Head of Department of Social Research Methodology. She received a PhD in sociology from ELTE in 2009. Her fields of research include antisemitism, hate crimes, hate speech, far right, xenophobia, history of the Holocaust and quantitative research on archive sources.

TAMÁS DOMBOS is an economist, sociologist, anthropologist, he has been a training expert at the Faculty of Law Enforcement at National University of Public Service since 2017. He has been working for Háttér Society, where he has gained experience in researching and lobbying for legal and social equality of sexual and gender minorities (LGBTQI people), including cases related to victims of homophobic and transphobic hate crimes.

BORBÁLA FELLEGI has been the Founder and Managing Director of Foresee Research Group since 2008 where she has been working as a researcher, mediator, facilitator and senior trainer in mediation. She manages EU and national research and training projects on restorative mediation procedures and other alternative tools in dispute settlement.

GÁBOR HÉRA is a sociologist. His fields of expertise include measuring the efficiency of organizations and projects, he also deals with prejudice, discrimination, mediation and other forms of peaceful settlement of conflicts as well as roma integration in Hungary.

ESZTER KIRS is an Associate Professor at the Corvinus University of Budapest, Institute of International Studies. Apart from her academic activities she has been a legal officer at the Hungarian Helsinki Committee since 2013 and contributed to the implementation of several projects concerning criminal law actions against hate crimes.

VERONIKA SZONTAGH is a minority policy analyst and criminologist and holds a fellowship in the New National Excellence Program in the academic year of 2017–2018. She has been working as a Research Assistant at HAS Centre for Social Sciences Institute for Legal Studies since the beginning of 2018.

ERIK USZKIEWICZ is a lawyer who regularly takes part in national and international research projects that are related to discrimination, hate crimes, rule of law and the democratic culture. His PhD research topic focuses on prejudice and discrimination in the jurisdictional practice.
ABOUT THE WORKING GROUP

This annual conference provides a perfect opportunity to the members of the Research Group "Social Prerequisites for the Effective Fight Against Bias-Motivated Crimes Through Criminal Law and Minority Rights Protection" (SPECTRA) to establish a specific ESC Working Group dealing specifically with hate crimes.

THE ESC WORKING GROUP ON HATE CRIMES WILL

>>> explore the different state responses to hate crimes in the various jurisdictions represented in the Working Group. Ideally, a map of legislative instruments will be drawn enabling a comparative analysis;
>>> explore the case-law with regard to hate crimes, and the difficulties that arise when enforcing hate crime legislation;
>>> try to explore the reasons behind the discrepancy between official statistical data related to hate crimes and victimization data from surveys conducted amongst potential victims in various countries;
>>> search for good practices in drafting hate crime laws and also in applying the respective legal provisions.

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

>>> Continuous information and knowledge sharing among the members of the Working Group on the most important developments in relation to hate crimes, whether it be relevant legislation, judicial decisions, academic publications or research reports, data and statistics, or any other relevant on-line or off-line materials
>>> Facilitating communication between European researchers on hate crimes
>>> Stimulating permanent discussion on hate crimes in order to keep the issue on the agenda; influencing the decisions of stakeholders via professional publications, credible and reliable scientific research and professional contribution to the European and national decision-making processes
>>> Exchanging experience with empirical research in the field of hate crimes; determining potential future research projects and research directions, developing collaborative opportunities to establish research teams and working closely with the members to better use of existing synergies
>>> Continuous publication and dissemination activity
>>> Organizing thematic conferences, workshops and sessions during the annual ESC conferences and beyond

MEET AND JOIN US DURING THE CONFERENCE

MISS THE CHANCE? DON'T WORRY!

CONTACT US

Étveös Loránd University / Faculty of Law / Department of Criminology
H-1053 Budapest, Egyetem tér 1-3., Hungary / +36 1 411 6521 ext. 2748 / lendulet.hatecrimes@gmail.com

The MTA-ELTE Lendület SPECTRA Research Group is supported by the Hungarian Academy of Sciences and is hosted by the Criminology Department of ELTE Faculty of Law.